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Vision: 

What if all learners around the planet, regardless of where they live: 

• When they’re born, are given by the CRVS (Civil Registration Vital Statistics) their own 
personal database called a “Source of Legal Identity & Credential Truth” (SOLICT), 
and also devices, both physical and digital, to prove their legal identity called “Legal 
Self-Sovereign Identity” (LSSI) 

• This contains their legal identity as well as their forensic biometrics (fingerprints and iris 
scan) 

• These tools offer the person an easy ability to control their own legal identity, as well as 
prove, either physically or digitally, their legal relationships e.g., parent/child 

• When they’re a toddler, they’re given an in-depth learning assessment by a physical bot 
• It takes in a variety of data and creates for each learner a "Digital Learning Twin" 

(DLT) which is legally tied to the learner's physical legal identity 
• It then produces a highly customized “Individualized Education Plan” (IEP) finely 

tuned to their learning abilities, abilities to work with others, etc. 
• The learning assessment can catch early on learning challenges like ADHD, ASD, etc. 
• Each learner is given a personal learning assistant bot, AssistBot, to assist them learning 

in their home 
• The bot continually takes in data from a variety of sensors, updating the DLT and IEP 
• Depending on the learner’s abilities/challenges, the bot might call in human learning 

specialists, recommending different learning situations/strategies with and without tech, 
etc. 

• When the learner goes to school, their parents/legal guardians prove the learner’s legal 
identity via their (LSSI), their legal relationship to the child, as well as the legal identity 
of AssistBot 

• With their consent, the parents agree for the school to integrate their child and AssistBot, 
as well as integrating the child’s DTP and IEP into the school’s “Learning Management 
System” (LMS)  

• Now the school, from the first day of school, has an in-depth understanding of the 
learner, able to produce a finely grained learning plan for the learner 

• All learning data gathered from the learner is stored in their “Learner Data Vault” 
which the learner controls i.e., it’s now no longer stored in school data systems 

• The learner is in a geography course, leveraging an AI/AR/VR environment (Artificial 
Intelligence/Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality) taught by Sally Goodteacher, who’s 
located on the other side of the planet 

• She’s assisted by two teaching assistant bots, BobBot and PattyBot.  All their legal 
identities and teaching credentials are proved via their LSSI’s 

• The learner’s parents give their consent for the learner to enter and use these types of 
learning environments, with authorization to only use their first name and no gender.  As 
well their authorization agreements also include how the learner’s learning data can and 
can’t be used, shared, stored, archived, and deleted 
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• All the other fellow students in the learning environment also have similar consent 
agreements, created on the fly, as they enter the environment.  All of these are stored in 
their SOLICTs. 

• When the learner gains learning credentials, these are written from the local education 
authority to the learner’s SOLICT, digitally signing them.  Thus, each learner is now also 
in control of their learning credentials.  They can easily prove this either physically or 
digitally, when applying for jobs, post-secondary education, trades, etc. 

• When the learner comes of legal age, they gain control of their DLT and their learner data 
vaults 

• With their consent, they can provide this to employers, post-secondary institutions, etc.  
This allows them to instantly know what the learner knows, how they learn, and how to 
cost-effectively teach/train them 

 

Questions on the Vision: 

• Is all the above easily possible today?  No 
• Is the tech emerging allowing it to be proof of concept and piloted? Yes    
• Does it require lots of new infrastructure? Yes 
• Will it change the world of education and learning overnight?  No 
• Will it begin to transform the world of learning over the next 10 years?  Yes 
• Is this easily possible in remote and poor parts of the planet?  No 
• Do I have a plan addressing this?  Yes 

 

Sample Stories Explaining the Vision 
• “Kids, Schools, AI/AR/VR, Legal Identities, Contracts and Privacy” - 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-schools-aiarvr-legal-identities-contracts-guy-
huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title  

• “Kids, Digital Learning Twins, Neural Biometrics, Their Data, Privacy & 
Liabilities” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/kids-digital-learning-twins-neural-
biometrics-data-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title  

• “Learning Journey of Two Young Kids In A Remote Village” - 
https://hvl.net/pdf/LearningJourneyofTwoYoungKidsInARemoteVillage.pdf  

• “Sir Ken Robinson – You Nailed It!” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/sir-ken-
robinson-you-nailed-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title  
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Plan 
After six years of working at this, I recently sat down and wrote a 234-page cost centre 
document, identifying the many different architectural components and cost centres required to 
achieve the vision (see appendices for high level architectural/cost centre drawings).  Within the 
document, it repeatedly states not trying to convince the planet what a wonderful idea all the 
above is. 

Instead, it recommends finding innovative, out of the box funders, with 1-3 innovative 
jurisdictions, to do many parallel proof-of-concepts (POCS).  On each team are lessons learnt 
experts.  Their job is to learn what doesn’t work, what works, and assist in successfully 
designing rapidly scalable systems. 

There’s a separate cost section devoted to creating the above in very poor parts of the planet, 
where there’s a lack of electricity, connectivity, etc.  Thus, by doing so, my intent is to leave no 
child behind on the planet in the learning revolution we’re entering.   

Another intent in writing the cost centre document, was to put myself in large funders and 
innovative jurisdictions’ shoes.  I wanted to begin to answer the questions, “How much will all 
of this cost?”, “Who’s going to pay for this?”, and “What’s the plan to implement this in 
potentially very political waters around the planet?” 

I also wanted to let funders and jurisdictions know it all doesn’t have to be done linearly. Many 
of the cost centres can be started on their own, in parallel to other cost centres.  However, at 
some point, to achieve the desired vision described above, it will be required to have some of the 
cost centre infrastructure implemented.  Thus, from a program/project management perspective it 
leverages both agile and traditional waterfall project methodologies. 
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Summary - Out of the Box Times, Requires Out of the Box Thinking 
A new learning vision is easy to spout off.  Designing, implementing, and sustaining it is usually 
very hard to do.  To achieve the vision requires detailed plans, which are changeable when the 
vision doesn’t work out exactly as depicted by the vision salespeople and documents.   
 
Thus, that’s what the plans outlined in the “Learning Vision Flyover” and “Cost Centres – 
Rethinking Legal Identity & Learning Vision” document addresses. They dive into the details, 
identifying key architectural and cost components.  It shows you, decision makers and funders, 
all the key pieces to the puzzle.  
 
Further, throughout these documents, it continually talks about breaking the cost centres down 
into crawl, walk and then run components.  Work with 1-3 jurisdictions around the planet to do 
many different parallel proofs of concepts (POC’s).  Learn what doesn’t work, what works, and 
then do small, tightly controlled pilots. Then rapidly scale. 
 
Achieving this requires out of the box, innovative funders. I’m looking for not only your money, 
but for your political connections to get 1-3 jurisdictions around the planet, with their business 
and education communities, to agree to act as the first sites for this. 
 
Often in vision type projects unexpected problems occur i.e., shit happens. Thus, I’m also 
looking for funders who’ve been through similar situations.  I want to develop flat 
communication structures throughout all the teams, jurisdictional leaders, and funders, to calmly 
react to the problems, handle them, learn from it, and adapt the program/projects to succeed.    
 
Finally, to achieve this new learning vision in remote and poor parts of the planet won’t be easy.  
Thus, I’m also looking for industry innovators to partner up with.  Solving the many different 
challenges requires out of the box thinkers, with resources to deal with it. 
 
I’ll end by stating one of my favorite quotes from Robin Sharma: 

“Change is hard at first, messy in the middle and gorgeous at the end.”  
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Links to Other Documents: 
• “Learning Vision Flyover” – https://hvl.net/pdf/LearningVisionFlyover.pdf 
• “Rethinking Human Legal Identity” - 

https://hvl.net/pdf/RethinkingHumanLegalIdentity.pdf  
• “Creating AI Systems/Bots Legal Identity Framework” - 

https://hvl.net/pdf/CreatingAISystemsBotsLegalIdentityFramework.pdf  
• “Learning Journey of Two Young Kids In A Remote Village” - 

https://hvl.net/pdf/LearningJourneyofTwoYoungKidsInARemoteVillage.pdf  
• “Sir Ken Robinson – You Nailed It!” - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/sir-ken-

robinson-you-nailed-guy-huntington?trk=portfolio_article-card_title  

 
Costs To Design and Implement: 
 

• “Cost Centres – Rethinking Legal Identity & Learning Vision” – 
https://hvl.net/pdf/CostCentresRethinkingLegalIdentityLearningVision.pdf 

• Guesstimate Cost Notes Rethinking Legal Identity & Leveraging This to Rethink 
Learning  (Word Doc)- 
https://hvl.net/pdf/GuesstimateCostNotesLegalIdentityRethinkingLearning.docx 

• Guesstimate Costs Rethinking Legal Identity & Leveraging This to Rethink 
Learning (Excel Spreadsheet) - 
https://hvl.net/pdf/GuesstimateCostsLegalIdentityRethinkingLearning.xlsx  
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About the Author: 
Guy Huntington is a veteran identity architect, program and project manager who’s lead as well 
as rescued many large identity projects with many of them involving identity federation. His past 
clients include Boeing, Capital One, Kaiser Permanente, WestJet, Government of Alberta’s 
Digital Citizen Identity and Authentication Program and Alberta Blue Cross. As one of his past 
clients said “He is a great find, because he is able to do high quality strategic work but is also 
well-versed in project management and technical details, so he can traverse easily from wide to 
deep. With Guy, you get skills that would typically be encompassed in a small team of people.” 
 
For the last six years, he’s been thinking, writing, and searching for new pieces with which to 
rethink both human and AI System/Bot legal identities, as well as also rethinking learning.  He 
now has an architecture and plans addressing this creating: 

• SOLICT (source of legal identity & credential truth)  
• LSSI (legal self-sovereign identity) 
• PIAM (personal identity access management) system 
•  DLT (digital learning twin) feeding an  
• IEP (individualized education plan , with all the above 
• Leveraging AI systems and bots as well as 
• AI/AR/VR environments 

 
Guy consults on this. 
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Appendix –High Level Architectural Drawings/Cost Centres  

Diagram - Core Human Legal Identity Vision/Cost Centres 
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Diagram - AI Systems/Bots Legal Identity Vision/Cost Centres: 
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Diagram - Core Learning Vision: 
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Diagram - Learning Vision Cost Centres: 
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Diagram - Learning Assessment Sub-Component Cost Centres: 
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Diagram - Learning Credential Vision: 
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Diagram – Cost Centres Making Learning Vision Work in Remote, Poor 
Areas: 
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